
ur industry is based around
multi-million dollar high-tech
pieces of equipment that are
used as business tools to move
people around the world as

safely and swiftly as possible. Considering
the sophistication and technology at work
with respect to the equipment, the method
of tracking values and resale numbers seems
rather unsophisticated. It boils down to
building relationships among the market
researchers and brokers around the world
and then leveraging those important friend-
ships to communicate the values and prices
of the aircraft recently sold.

Most contracts between buyers and sellers
have strict confidentiality clauses restricting
exact sales prices from being divulged, how-
ever a range close to the traded prices can
be interpolated.

Aircraft values are not tracked by a recor-
dation body like real estate transactions are,
and often sellers report getting more for
their aircraft while buyers report paying
less. There are valuation resources in our
industry that base aircraft values on sales
from the previous quarters. Yet in many
markets where there may be few transac-
tions from the previous quarter, these
resources must decide whether an adjust-
ment in value should be made simply by
claiming that a model must be worth less if
nobody is buying.

So how is one to make sense of true air-
craft values with such poor reporting meth-
ods available? Research, is the simple, and
only answer. I track markets using detailed
comprehensive spreadsheets and monitor
values from the moment an aircraft is listed
until it sells. Our internal work makes sift-
ing through this data much more compre-
hensible. Anyone today can go online and
find an airplane for sale - but without the
help of an industry professional immersed
in these markets every day, few, if any, can
know the nuances of a listing.

Is the seller really priced at the current
market level? Does the aircraft have any
damage history? How much time is left on
the engines before a major event, and if
there is no engine program coverage, how

much will that event cost? Finding out as
much information about each aircraft for
sale in a particular market makes all of the
difference for a buyer or seller of an aircraft.
Utilizing the solid relationships a sales pro-
fessional has with their industry colleagues,
and the due diligence they practice to keep
track of different markets allows their
clients to keep track of the information they
need to make an informed decision on what
to ask or what to pay for an aircraft.

Among the items to consider when tack-
ling research in a shifting market are model
year; airframe total time; engine programs;
major avionics and cabin systems upgrades;
cosmetic condition; maintenance status;
damage history; and seller motivation. The
more columns of detail that you can fill in,
the more accurate your comparison can be
between two different aircraft. But beyond
even these many telling factors about an air-
craft, the most pertinent information we
provide can come in the “Notes” column.

Here, notations each time we speak with a
selling broker, providing clients the ability
to see any change in asking price; seller
motivation throughout its time on the mar-
ket; detailed damage history or incidents
provide a comprehensive back-story and
add enormous quantities of detail to the
overall picture. Thus, a client will see when
sellers remain on the market for hundreds
of days tracking a market down as aircraft
sell ahead of them and prices continue to
fall. This combination of input allows the
capable research staff of brokerage firms 
the tools to create meaningful market 
summaries.

Another important factor to consider is
that in days past, buyers were brand-loyal -
so if they were moving out of a Gulfstream
model, they would be looking at replace-
ment Gulfstreams, for example. In today’s
market, only the best deal matters. With
‘brand’ out of the equation, where you once
may have been looking at a market with 30
airplanes to choose from as a buyer (or com-
pete with as a seller), now you need to look
to the left and right – the number of compet-
itive aircraft choices can easily exceed 100.

Buyers have many more options, and if

you are compet-
ing with fewer
buyers the deals
are there for the
taking. But the
importance for a
seller to under-
stand the
research, and to
price their aircraft
accordingly can
be the difference
between making a sale or not.

Many companies are reporting that asking
prices are up and days on the market are
fewer. To the average seller, this is great
news, right? Closer examination, however,
reveals that the aircraft with higher asking
prices are not necessarily the ones selling
the fastest. The lower priced, more aggres-
sively positioned, or realistic sellers have
got in and out of the market already, leaving
the aircraft with higher ask prices or less
desirable qualities behind. Ultimately, trans-
action levels are picking up - but buyers are
looking for the best aircraft at the most real-
istic price.

When we’re hired to sell an aircraft we
review the specific market and other, similar
markets, comparing recent transactions. An
asking price that is as close as possible to
the expected sale price is then recommend-
ed, while still leaving a little room to negoti-
ate. Trading airplanes is something of a
‘sport’ for many people, and they like a little
room to play with. When working with buy-
ers our research is just as important. To go
to market armed with information to make
great buys based on actual data is essential.

Research is more important today than at
any time. It is critical to have a professional
by your side as you wade into the murky
waters of buying and selling aircraft in
today’s shifting market.
❯ Adam Mesinger is the Director of Business
Development for Mesinger Jet Sales. He is involved in
sales, acquisitions and the lead in market research for
the company. You can follow more of his writing as
well as updates from Mesinger Jet Sales at their cor-
porate blog Jetsales.com/blog, on Twitter @jmesinger
and LinkedIn.
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